Teams
Against
Humanity
An office game that’s only more work
appropriate than the original if you want it to be

Team Players (12+ players)

INSTRUCTIONS
Solo Players (less than 12 players)

scoring

In the event that a team draws a card they have already had
in a later round, they may put it back and select another.

The lead team gathers up the answer cards and reads
them allowed, laying them face up on the table once
they’re read. The lead team must then work together to
guess which of their question cards remained in play.
If they guess correctly, they keep the question card. If
they guess incorrectly, the card gets put back in the
pile and shuffled.

read

Each team should submit 2 answer cards to the
question card face down on the table. Make sure to
write CLEARLY, and while silly answers can be fun,
make sure it does in fact answer the question. The
answer cards are then passed over to the lead team,
laying face down on the table.

answer

The first team draws either 3 or 4 question cards from
the pile, based on number of team members. Each
team member must remember their own card, and their
teammate’s cards. They then lay all of the cards face
up on the table, and either cover their eyes or leave
the room. The rest of the players select which of the
question cards to keep in play, and turn it face down on
the table. The rest of the cards are returned to the pile
and shuffled in.

draw

GAMEPLAY

OVERVIEW
Teams divide into groups of 3 or 4 based on total
number of players: a group of 15 divides into 5 teams
of 3, etc. Each member of the lead team draws a card,
then either covers their eyes or leaves the room. All
other players work together to select the question card,
and remove the others. Each team fills out 2 answer
cards, and turns them in. The lead team must then
read the answers, and try to guess which question card
remains. If they guess correctly, they keep the card.
If not, it goes back into play. The team with the most
question cards at the end of the game wins!

OVERVIEW
At the beginning of each round, the player who’s leading
the round draws a question card. The remaining players
write down their answers to this question on an answer
card, and turn it in. A “best” answer is selected, and
the player leading the round must guess who wrote the
answer. If they guess correctly, they keep the question
card. If they guess incorrectly, the player who wrote the
answer wins the round and collects the question card.
The player with the most question cards at the end of
the game wins!

GAMEPLAY
draw

The first player draws two question cards from the pile,
keeping them hidden from the other players. They select
one card to play, and one card to either pass off to
another team member, or put back in the pile. If a card is
passed off, on their turn, that player must play that card.
The player leading the round then lays the question card
they choose to play face up on the table.
answer

Once a question card is displayed, the other team
members write a response on their answer card and lay
it face down on the tables. Make sure to write CLEARLY,
as you won’t be able to clarify your answer without
giving away your card. Each player gets one answer
card per round.
read

The lead player gathers up the answer cards and reads
them allowed, laying them face up on the table once
they’re read. The lead player then selects the answer
they like the best, and tries to guess which player wrote
it. If they guess correctly, they keep the question card. If
they guess incorrectly, the player who wrote the answer
reveals themselves, and they receive the question card.
scoring

Points are awarded based on question cards. Each
question card is worth one point, so the player who has
the most question cards at the end of the game wins.
The game ends when all the question cards are used up,
or when a player reaches 10 points.

Points are awarded based on question cards. Each
question card is worth one point, so the team who has
the most question cards at the end of the game wins.
The game ends when all the question cards are used
up, or when a team reaches 10 points.
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What’s my ideal vacation
destination?

What is my favorite snack?

What movie did I watch
over and over as a kid?

What’s the most
embarrassing thing I have
every Googled?

solo cards

solo cards

solo cards

solo cards

Where is the worst place
someone could take me on
a first date?

solo cards

What food do I find hardest
to resist?

Who’s my favorite
celebrity?

solo cards

solo cards

What am I most likely to
end up in the newspaper
for?

solo cards

I would rather be ________.

If I where a top 40s song,
what song would I be?

If I were an animal, what
kind would I be?

If I could experience any
time in history, I would pick
___________.

solo cards

solo cards

solo cards

solo cards

What was my most
embarrassing hairstyle?

solo cards

If I were a fictional
character, who would I be?

solo cards

If I were to risk my life for
something, what would it
be?

solo cards

When I was a kid, I wanted
to be a _________ when I
grew up.

solo cards

If I came with a warning
label, what would it say?

If I were a chef, what would
my signature dish be?

If I were cocktail, what
would I be made of?

I’m stuck in a nightmare
and can’t wake up. What’s
happening in it?

solo cards

solo cards

solo cards

solo cards

If you were trying to win my
heart, what would you give
me?

solo cards

If I were to suddenly get
famous, what would it be
for?

solo cards

If I were on a soap opera,
what kind of character
would I be?

solo cards

What would a reality TV
show about my life be
called?

solo cards

team cards

team cards

Things that are overpriced
at a mall:

team cards

A witty coffee mug slogan:

team cards

What’s a bad song to listen
to while working out?

Where’s the worst place to
go on a first date.
Name something that
doesn’t belong in a zoo:

The worst scented candle
is ____________ scented.

Coffee is more important
than ____________.

What’s the worst thing to
say to a kid before
bedtime?

team cards

team cards

team cards

team cards

team cards

team cards

The next big reality
TV show will be about
_______.

team cards

Things that get better with
age:

team cards

What’s the worst
superpower?

Something people are
afraid of:
Name two foods that don’t
belong together.

The worst kind of cake is
_____________.

The best kept secret in
Hollywood is ________.

What’s the most important
part of the day?

team cards

team cards

team cards
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Choking hazards:

All I want for Christmas is
_____________.

Things you declare at
customs:

Bad name for a cocktail:

team cards
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The best kind of party is a
__________ party.

team cards

What’s a nonfood item
you can buy at the grocery
store?

team cards

Something to see when
you travel:

team cards

Name a weird item people
can collect.

team cards

